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1. Aptitude &Reasoning: 

 To improve student’s logical reasoning or thinking performance Narayana engineering college, 

sakala student association has organized the event on Aptitude &Reasoning for all the EEE 

students (II, III, IV STUDENTS) on 6-1- 2018. In Such events students write exams on aptitude 

and reasoning written test, that they consist of multiple choice questions. 

 

            



2.  Speeches on great personalities: 

 To improve student’s communication skills Narayana engineering college, sakala student 

association has organized the event “ Speeches on great personalities” for all EEE students (II, III, 

IV STUDENTS) on 20-1- 2018. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. PPT on latest technologies: 

 To improve student’s communication skills narayana engineering college, sakala student 

Association has organized the event on PPT on latest technologies for all EEE students (II, III, 

IV STUDENTS) on 24-2- 2018. Such events benefit the students in Participation adds interest 

for students, Initiate the discussion, Speak politely and pleasantly, Knowing latest technology. 

 

 



4. Speeches on great personalities: 

 To improve student’s communication skills Narayana engineering college, sakala student 

association has organized the event “ Speeches on great personalities” for all the EEE students 

(II, III, IV STUDENTS) on 20-1- 2018. 

 

 



5. Technical Quiz: 

The Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering has conducted a Technical Quiz 

competition for II, III&IV B.Tech students on February 3rd 2018. The Quiz has been conducted 

with an intention to judge and enhance the understanding level of Electrical basic concepts. The 

students were excited to participate as they got the platform to assess their knowledge level 

acquired till date in the area of basics concepts in electrical engineering. Total 10 teams are 

participated in the Quiz competition.  

 The quiz was organized by the faculty in-charge Mr. T.V.SubbaRao, Asst Prof 

(EEE,Dept) and Sakala student coordinators . 

 

 

 



6. PPT on latest technologies 

To improve student’s communication skills narayana engineering college, sakala student 

Association has organized the event on PPT on latest technologies for all the EEE students (II, 

III, IVSTUDENTS) on 24-2- 2018. Such events benefit the students in following ways: 

1. Participation adds interest for students 

2. Initiate the discussion 

3. Speak politely and pleasantly 

4. Acquire and apply knowledge 

5. Knowing latest technology 

6. Speak confidently 

7. Use positive body language 

 



7. Elocution: 

 To improve student’s communication skills narayana engineering college, sakala student  

association has organized the "Elocution" for all EEE students  (II, III, IV STUDENTS) on 

4-8-2018. Such event helps the students in following ways: 

1. Participation adds interest for students 

2. Speak confidently 

3. Use positive body language 

 

 



8. Technical Quiz: 

 Narayana engineering college, sakala student association has organized the event on 

Technical Quiz for all EEE students (II, III, IV STUDENTS) on 18-8-2018. Such events 

benefit the students in following ways: 

1. Participation adds interest for students 

2. Listening. Being a good listener is one of the best ways to be a good communicator. ... 

3. Nonverbal Communication. Your body language, eye contact, hand gestures, and tone all 

color the message you are trying to convey.  

4. Clarity and Concision.  

5. Friendliness. 

 



9. Group discussion: 

To improve student’s communication skills Narayana engineering college, sakala student 

association has organized the event on group discussion for all EEE students (II, III, IV 

STUDENTS) on 1-9-2018. Such events benefit the students in following ways: 

1. Participation adds interest for students 

2. Initiate the discussion 

3. Speak politely and pleasantly 

4. Acquire and apply knowledge 

 

 



10. DEBATE  

On 29/12/2018 Narayana Engineering College, Nellore EEE department student association 

organized a “DEBATE” at Edison Auditorium with 40 students. The Debate has conducted 

on “Cell phones and Smart phones, Are they safe for us?” at 01:30 p.m for II, III & IV year 

B.Tech students are actively participated in this event and made this event a grand success. 

After listening to the points spoke by both teams finally concluded that, none of us 

today can afford to avoid mobile phones. But certainly we can ensure that mobile phones are 

our servants and not our masters. We can fix boundaries for the time we spend with mobile 

phones, boundaries that should not be stretched or crossed. We can then live with dignity with 

the assurance that mobile phones serve our cause and that they will not dictate us to a life of 

bondage and slavery and unending boredom with so called entertainment. 

 

 

 

 



11. General Quiz: 

To improve student’s communication skills Narayana Engineering College, Sakala Student 

association has organized the event General Quiz for all EEE students (II, III, IV 

STUDENTS) on 5-1-2019. Such events benefit the students in following ways: 

1. Initiate the discussion 

2. Speak politely and pleasantly 

3. Participation adds interest for students 

4. Acquire and apply knowledge 

5. Agree with the right 

6. Speak confidently 

 

  

 

 



12. Panel Discussion 

Narayana Engineering College, Nellore organized a Panel Discussion -“Technology Creates 

Income Disparities” under Sakala Student association for all EEE students on 12/1/2019 at 

Edison auditorium. Such events improves the students communication skills, confidence, 

also participation adds interest. Prizes were distributed to the winner’s team. 

 

 



13. Aptitude & Reasoning Test: 

To improve student’s logical reasoning or thinking performance Narayana engineering college, 

sakala student association has organized the event on Aptitude & Reasoning Test for all EEE 

students (II, III, IV STUDENTS) on 19-1- 2019. In Such events students write exams on aptitude 

and reasoning written test they consist of multiple choice questions. 

 

  

 

 



14. Just a minute: 

On Feb 2nd 2019 Narayana Engineering college, Nellore EEE department under sakala student 

association organized a program “Just a minute”. Students from II, III year B.Tech are actively 

participated in this event. Speaking from a written piece of paper is as easy as ABC but speaking 

on any topic instantly is the real sense of talent. To show this taste of talent we are here with 

JUST A MINUTE sessions.  

 

 



 

 

          6.  

 

 



15.Group Discussion: 

The Department of EEE has conducted the event Group Discussion on 16/2/2019 at 01:30 p.m 

under the Students Association SAKALA. Students from II, III & IV year B.Tech are actively 

participated in this event and made this event a grand success. Prizes were distributed to the 

winner’s team. 

 

  



 16. Working Model  

Narayana Engineering College, sakala student association has organized Working Model for 

all EEE students (II, III, IV STUDENTS) on 2-3-2019. The Department of EEE has conducted 

the event” Working Model’s” at 10:00 a.m under the Students Association SAKALA. Students 

from II, III & IV year B.Tech are actively participated in this event and made this event a grand 

success. Prizes were distributed to the winner’s team. Working model is a model of an actual or 

proposed machine that can do on a small scale the work which the machine itself does or is 

expected to do. 

 

 



17. Poster presentation: 

Narayana engineering college, Nellore department of EEE has organized the event poster 

presentation under sakala student association for all EEE students on 16-3-2019. The event 

was very beneficial to the aspiring students and was appreciated by all. Such events benefit the 

students in following ways: 

      1. Participation adds interest for students 

      2. Listening. Being a good listener is one of the best ways to be a good communicator. 

      3. Nonverbal Communication. Your body language, eye contact, hand gestures, and tone all    

          Color the message you are trying to convey.  

     4. Clarity and Concision. 

     5. Friendliness. 

 


